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Construction Zone: Musicians at work!
Are you fascinated
by construction
sites? We love to watch things
being built, and we like to construct
things ourselves—perhaps out of
blocks or Legos. In an orchestra,
some of the building blocks are the
instruments and people who play
them—check out our map of the
orchestra below.

Sailors’ Dance has a form of twelve
variations on the main theme. Many
pieces have the idea of music
returning at the end, like Harry’s
Wondrous World.
Our concert this year
comes to you virtually to
keep everyone safe. In preparation
for watching the concert video,
enjoy listening to the recordings
that your teacher has and get used
to the different instruments and how
the sections of music fit together to
make up the whole piece. And try
singing “America the Beautiful”
along with your class or with the
recording!

page 8) to let us know about your
favorite parts of the performance—
and we hope to see you at a live
concert as soon as it's possible!
Peter Jaffe,
Music Director
and Conductor

Bates/Ward
America the Beautiful
Bach
The music itself has
“Little” Fugue in G minor
structure. When we look at
Williams
a building, we see the
Harry’s Wondrous World
architecture—how materials are
Saint-Saëns
arranged in space. In music, the
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso
“architecture” of a piece is called the We hope you get to know and love
Glière
form—how big groups of sounds
the music we’re performing for you. Russian Sailors' Dance, from The
Red Poppy
are organized in time. The Russian Send us a letter or an email (see
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America the Beautiful
O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with
brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
Words by Katharine Lee Bates
Melody by Samuel A. Ward

See “Orchestra Seating Map,”
page 1, for names and pictures of
instruments.
Fugue, A-B-A Form, Rondo, and
Theme and Variations are the
forms you’ll hear in our concert.
They are described in “The
Composers and Their Music.”
Here are definitions of other words,
which you’ll find in bold as you read:
Architecture Design and
construction of buildings
Arpeggio Notes of a chord played
in succession, ascending or
descending
Capriccioso In a playful style
Coda Concluding section
Concerto Piece for a solo
instrument or instruments
accompanied by orchestra
Pizzicato Played by plucking the
string
Prodigy Young person with
extraordinary talent or ability
Scale Notes arranged from lowest
to highest or highest to lowest in
any system of music. Do, re, mi, etc.
Subject Theme, tune, or phrase,
especially one that begins a fugue

Peter Jaffe—
or “Maestro
(MY-stroh)
Jaffe,” as an
orchestra’s
conductor is
sometimes
called—has been the music
director and conductor of the
Stockton Symphony since 1995.
He also conducts the Folsom Lake
Symphony and guest conducts
Symphony Silicon Valley. In
addition to conducting, he
frequently arranges music for
orchestras, and he plays piano,
violin, and viola.
Mr. Jaffe has conducted many
orchestras across the country. He
received a Special Friend of
Education award for his Steppin’
Out concerts, as well as the
Goodwill Helping Hands award. He
also received the Stockton Arts
Commission’s STAR Award—
Stockton’s highest honor for
anyone in the arts. Check out
Maestro Jaffe at any of the
Stockton Symphony’s concerts—
bring your family and friends!

Eleven-year-old
violinist Ava
Pakiam studies at
the Pre-College
division of the San
Francisco
Conservatory of
Music (SFCM)
with Simon James,
having entered in
2018 at age seven. During that first
year at SFCM, Ava was selected
as the youngest ever first-prize
winner of the Pacific Musical
Society Competition and had the
honor of performing at the Green
Room in San Francisco. She was

also a featured soloist on the St.
Francis Concert Series, giving her
first public full recital that same
year in San Francisco.
Ava made her solo debut with
orchestra at eight years old
performing with the Fremont
Symphony in California. Later that
summer she appeared with the
Sempre Musik Orchestra in Boston
and New York Sinfonietta at
Carnegie Hall.
For two years in a row, 2018 and
2019, Ava was privileged to
perform at the SFCM Pre-College
Kick-Off Concert. Also in 2019, she
made a return appearance as
soloist with youth orchestra at the
Nom Music Festival in Palo Alto,
California, and performed with the
Ashburn Youth Symphony in
Virginia for a special production
entitled, “The Toy Symphony,
Christmas in 1761.”
Busy during the pandemic, Ava
performed in master classes and
attended the 2020 Sound Point
Academy where she was selected
to perform on their final recital. In
2021, during Hilary Hahn’s virtual
residency at SFCM, Ava had the
honor of performing in her master
class.
Recently, Ava was the only student
from SFCM to perform at a special
donors’ event in the new Bowes
Center Recital Hall. In November
she performed as one of the young
artists selected for a series of
master classes and performances
with violinist James Ehnes, hosted
by the Seattle Chamber Music
Society. As a result of winning the
national Seattle Young Artists
Auditions, she looks forward to
performing with the Seattle
Symphony in June.
In addition to music, Ava loves art,
baking, and creative writing.

Judith and Patrick Hobin
Estate of Pamela Kitto
Carol Bielejeski in Memory of Thomas Bielejeski
Partners Real Estate
Edward and Nancy Schneider
San Joaquin Delta College
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by Jane Vial Jaffe
America the Beautiful
Katharine Lee Bates
(1859–1929)
Samuel A. Ward
(1847–1903)
American professor
of English Katharine
Lee Bates first jotted
down the words of
this poem in 1893
after an excursion to
Pike’s Peak in
Colorado. She said
Katharine Lee
“All the wonder of
Bates
America
seemed
displayed”
by the
view
there.
After the
poem’s first publication in 1895, she
revised it for other publications in
1904 and 1912.
American organist
and choirmaster
Samuel A. Ward had
written the melody
for another song in
1882, but it was later
adapted to fit her
poem. The two were
first published
Samuel Ward
together in 1910.
“Little” Fugue in G minor
Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750)
arranged by Lucien Cailliet
(1891–1985)
German
composer
Johann
Sebastian Bach
wrote music for
churches and
royalty, he
Johann Sebastian
organized choirs Bach
and community
concerts, and he became a legend
in his own time for his keyboard
playing. He composed some of the
world’s finest organ music.

One of his organ
pieces, the Fugue
in G minor, dates
from early in his
career—sometime
before 1707. It got
the nickname
“Little” because he later wrote a
longer Fugue also in G minor.
Several hundred years later, French
composer Lucien Cailliet arranged
the “Little” Fugue so that an entire
orchestra could play it.
Bach was one of the best
composers of fugues that ever
lived. To construct a fugue, a
composer invents a tune called a
subject, which a musician or
section of the orchestra plays all
alone. After a short time, the next
musician or section begins the
exact same subject while the first
goes on to play something new.
Soon the subject comes in again
while the others continue, until
several layers are built up.

composing for films in the 1960s,
but his career took off in the 1970s
when he began working with
director Steven Spielberg. Williams
also composes classical music for
the concert hall.
With Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone in 2001, Williams
developed many of the musical
ideas that continue
throughout the series.
He constructed Harry’s
Wondrous World in a
kind of A-B-A form, in
which the outer sections include a
soaring theme for strings with a kind
of fanfare music that may represent
some of Harry’s grander moments
at Hogwarts School. Music of a
more delicate character swirls and
plays in the middle section, and
majestic passages for the brass
instruments lead back to the sweep
and fanfare of the opening.

Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso
The beginning sounds very much
Camille Saint-Saëns
like a round, such as “Row, Row,
(1835–1921)
Row Your Boat,” with each person
starting the tune just a little while
French composer
after the one before. A fugue gets
Camille Saintmore complicated as it goes along, Saëns began
but you can always hear the entries piano lessons at
of the subject, one after the other.
the age of twoand-a-half! He
Pronunciation Guide
Camille Saint-Saëns
was so talented
fugue: fewg
that
he
was
Johann Sebastian Bach: YOH-hahn
called a child prodigy. He wrote his
suh-BASS-tyun bakh
Lucien Cailliet: loo-see-YA(N) cah- first compositions when he was six
and also became a great organist.
YAY
He became so popular in his
lifetime that in the 1890s his picture
Harry’s Wondrous World
appeared in a series of cards
John Williams
depicting famous people, given free
(b. 1932)
with packets of chocolate.
American
Saint-Saëns met Pablo de Sarasate
composer John
when the Spanish violin virtuoso
Williams wrote
was fifteen and already famous.
some of the
Saint-Saëns composed his First
best-known
Violin Concerto for him and several
movie music of
years later, in 1863, the Introduction
John Williams
all time. His
and Rondo capriccioso. Sarasate
music for the Harry Potter and Star
eventually gave the first
Wars movies, Superman, and the
performance in 1867 followed by
Indiana Jones series is recognized
performances throughout
in households throughout the world.
Europe and the U.S.
He also composed the famous
Olympics theme and had great
The Introduction and
success as the conductor of the
Rondo Capriccioso is
celebrated Boston Pops. He began a brilliant showpiece. In Sarasate’s
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honor, Saint-Saëns gave the onemovement work a definitive Spanish
flavor. The violin’s beautiful
melodies in the introduction are
accompanied by pizzicato strings,
suggesting a guitar.

Russian Sailors’ Dance from The
Red Poppy
Reinhold Glière
(1875–1956)
Russian composer
Reinhold Glière
studied violin and
A rondo alternates a refrain with
composition at the
contrasting episodes in a pattern
Moscow
like A-B-A-C-A or A-B-A-C-A-B-A.
In the case of this rondo the pattern Conservatory, and Reinhold Gliere
he later became a
is A-B-A-C-A-C/B-A. Here the
professor there. He traveled often,
refrain and the C episode especially
collecting samples of folk music and
feature Spanish-sounding rhythms. conducting concerts of his own
The piece ends with a whirlwind
works. Even though Glière lived well
coda that dazzles with its display of into the twentieth century, he was
rapid scales and arpeggios.
not interested in the experiments of
modern composers. He preferred to
Pronunciation Guide
write in his old-fashioned style.
capriccioso: cah-pree-chee-OH-zoh
Much of his music is not famous
Camille Saint-Saëns: cah-MEEL
outside of Russia, but several of his
sa(n)-SO(N)S (A hard name to
ballets, especially The Red Poppy,
pronounce. The “n”s make a
became popular around the world.
nasal sound but are not actually
The Red Poppy was first performed
pronounced. The final “s” is
at the Bolshoy Theater in 1927. The
actually pronounced!
story takes place in a Chinese port,
prodigy: PRAH-dih-jee
where the dancer Tao-Hoa falls in
concerto: con-CHAIR-toh

love with a sea captain and gives
him a red poppy. She is later killed
while saving the captain during a
revolt, but as she
dies, she gives a
red poppy to a little
girl as a symbol of
freedom.
The energetic
Russian Sailors’ Dance comes from
a scene with the captain and his
sailors in the restaurant where TaoHoa is a dancer. Glière draws on a
Russian folk tune, “Yablochka”
(Little Angel), for his lively theme
and variations. After a brief
introduction, the orchestra’s lowest
instruments gruffly play this theme.
We hear the tune twelve more
times, but Glière makes each
presentation sound different by
varying the speed, the volume, or
which instruments play.
Pronunciation Guide
Reinhold Glière: RINE-hold gleeAIR
Tao-Hoa: tou (as in “loud”) -hoh-ah

For more information: stocktonsymphony.org/steppin-out

You can be a great audience member
even if you’re attending the concert virtually.
Just follow these guidelines:

When do I applaud?

When am I quiet?

1. When the concertmaster walks on stage.

1. While the orchestra tunes.

The concertmaster, who is the leader of the first
violins, will come out to tune the orchestra.
Welcome this musician to the stage by applauding.
The whole orchestra will tune to the note “A,”
starting with the oboe.

It is important to be quiet so that the players can
hear one another.

2. When Maestro Jaffe walks on stage.

This means they are about to start the first piece.

Maestro Jaffe is the conductor who will be leading
the orchestra. Welcome him with applause as he
takes his place on the podium and bows.

3. After the applause is over.

3. When the music is over and Maestro
Jaffe puts down his arms.
Sometimes when the orchestra stops, the piece
isn’t really over. You will know for sure when the
conductor puts down his arms.

2. When Maestro Jaffe turns around to face
the orchestra.

The audience should become quiet again right
away so the orchestra can begin the next piece.

That’s all you need to know! And just
remember to have fun!
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match the piece with its form!
Each shape stands for a musical theme. Can you hear the pattern of themes in each piece?
Ask your teacher to play each piece and pause the audio file each time there is a new theme or subject.
Draw a line from the box with the composer and piece title to the diagram that shows its form.
(Reading the Steppin’ Out Times will also help you answer.)
Theme and Variations
John Williams:
Harry’s Wondrous World
from Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone

Theme 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Variations

Fugue
Subject

Camille Saint-Saëns:
Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso

Subject
Subject
Subject
Rondo

Reinhold Glière:
Russian Sailors’ Dance
from The Red Poppy

Refrain Episode 1 Refrain Episode 2 Refrain Episode 3 Refrain
A

B

A

C

A

CB

A

A-B-A Form
Johann Sebastian Bach:
“Little” Fugue in G minor

A

B

A

Main theme
with two
alternating
ideas

Middle section
with three mini
sections

Main
theme, both
ideas return

USE Your imagination
Create your own short story or song in A-B-A form, which is the most common form.
Illustrate your story or song in a way that shows its form.
Or draw or make a model of a fancy castle or bridge that shows an A-B-A structure.
Extra challenge: Try drawing a building in rondo form!
Here are some examples of A-B-A form:
Really Brief Story
I played my violin at home.
I walked to the park.
I played my violin back at home.
A
B
A

Song (Sing to yourself)
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
A
B
A

Drawings by Azari and Mariana

Architecture
French castle
A
B
A
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We love to hear
from you!

Steppin’ Out Word Search

Let us know your thoughts about the
concert. You can send your letters
and pictures to:
Stockton Symphony
Or email us through
4629 Quail Lakes Dr.
our website:
Stockton, CA 95207 stocktonsymphony.org

Excerpts we loved from some of
your letters:
Being at the symphony was one of the
best moments of my life. When you guys
and girls were playing all the
songs/melody I felt an electric vibe/chill in
my body. I will definitely go again.
—Jayce
I am in absolute awe at the unique
performance. It was a first-time
experience. Ten out of ten.
—Jamal
There were all kinds of emotions. I was
surprised, scared but laughing at the
same time. . . . Your music was making
me want to get off of my chair and just
start dancing.
—Betsy
I liked that you spent time doing the
counting and the heartbeats. Also I liked
when you would tell a story and you would
make a joke out of the story.
—Yiccell
I play the cello at my school and all those
amazing cello players make me want to
keep playing. Thank you for the wonderful
experience.
—Lorna

by Esmerelda

by Alejandro

Circle the words from the word bank
in the grid. They may appear horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally.
O
T
W
E
S
U
G
V
Z
X
L
E
C
K
Y
C
U
Q
I
I

N
D
T
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E
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D
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P
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L
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U
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P
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R
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P
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D
B
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O
R
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H
A
O
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O
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I
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R
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N
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V
N
K

C
C
O
W
U
C
V
X
H
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E
C
I
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I
I
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T
C
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X
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O
N
C
E
R
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A
S
T
E
R
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O
Z
H

T
W
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K
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P
W
C
F
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G
S

W
A
R
D
P
K
H
C
O
N
C
E
R
T
O
Z
J
X
V
P

Word Bank
A-B-A FORM
ARCHITECTURE
ARPEGGIO
BACH
BATES
CAILLIET
CAPRICCIOSO
CODA

COMPOSER
CONCERTO
CONDUCTOR
FUGUE
GLIERE
PIZZICATO
PRODIGY
RONDO

CONCERTMASTER
SAINT-SAENS
SCALE
SUBJECT
THEME AND VARIATIONS
VIOLIN
WARD
WILLIAMS

For more fun, look back through your Steppin’ Out Times
and circle these words where they appear in the articles.

Maestro Jaffe answers questions from your letters:
Malaika: Who inspired you to be a music
Kiara : Do you get tired when you
conduct the symphony?
conductor?
Maestro Jaffe: I played violin in many orchestras Maestro Jaffe: Never—just really excited!
under some really inspiring conductors, such as Celeny: How many instruments do you
Leonard Bernstein, Seiji Ozawa, Gunther
know how to play?
Schuller, and Denis de Coteau.
Maestro Jaffe: Five: violin, viola, piano, harpsichord,
Most frequently asked question: How long have and guitar. Basketball doesn’t count, right?
you been a conductor?
Diary: Is it possible that you could do 8/4 or 10/4
Maestro Jaffe: More than 40 years, and I’ve been because that will be cool.
with the awesome Stockton Symphony for 27.
Maestro Jaffe: Yes, we even did 11/4 in Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring.
Cynthia: Do you need to go to school to be a
conductor?
Jonas: What is your favorite dessert?
Maestro Jaffe: Oooh, tough one! I think it’s gotta
Maestro Jaffe: These days that’s true, but the
involve some chocolate, ice cream, or rhubarb pie.
most important thing is who your teacher is.

